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Bryn Mawr College 
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 

Dear Professor Itorai 

Thank you very much for El ser y la muerte. I have begun to read i t , 
dictionary at hand for the passages where ray vocabulary faila ice, and 
find the book absorbing in i t s careful development of argument instead 
of the galloping metaphysical or freefloating lyricism found in aome 
other l i teratura ontf>ur subject. 

One question has occurred to noi the question of Rilke's "eigener Tod." 
(1) In Malte there is not only "der eigene Tod", but also i t s oppositej 
mass manufactured death, following the disease nechanically assigned to 
the patient by the doctor (the Salpetriere passage). Thls seems to 
affect the end of your Rilte disoussion - though I mist adndt that in 
the brief space allotted to the thene complications of thls sort can 
hardly be justified. 

(2j Rilke's development can be - and has been - described in terms of 
developing from the idea of "der eigene Tod" to the ideas of the Sonnets 
to Qrpheu5 and the Duinq Elegies - "der Doppelbereich", to be brieí l 5ou 
are quite right in keeping "der eigene Tod" and the idea of the "Doppel
bereich" cleanly apart, since two different questions (not justí two 
answers) are involved. My own question i s , where and in what context 
this second Rilkean problera would f i t into your book, I have not finished 
i t yet, but looking at the structure I wonder how you would treat the 
"Doppelbereich" concept of Being. But undoubtedly 1*11 find the answer 
as I read on. 

My own book will be out before long; I've finished a l l the proof reading 
except the revisión, and the f i r s t two volumes of the series are out a l -
ready - you probably saw therai Merlán on monopsychism, a fascinating 
study, and the f i rs t volume of the new Bayle bibliography (I am not a 
Bayle admirer or scholar). 

Thank you again for the gü"t of your book. I t is naich appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

q[o^ 
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